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ABSTRACT 

Let us recall for a moment, “Change is the Law of Life”!   

Credit goes to one of the late Presidents of India, His Excellency, Dr. S.Radhakrishnan  for having said that  

This is globally applicable to all forms of Life including that of old and new Nations aiming for peace & 

friendship with one and all. All peoples of all Nations in the World of today are fascinated by the global 

awareness of mutual peace & friendship in such a manner that they are fond of global systems seeking new 

global orientation to their present mindset without which Modernisation, Expansion and Diversification for 

Economic  Growth are nearly  constrained  by  the steady and persistent rise in the strength of respective 

populations. Upliftment of each one of the differently abled Nations to higher conditions of Power of Growth 

could be achieved with Global Systems truly in mind and such a mind unexaggeratedly is a global mind. Hence 

Mind in Global Systems drawing the advantage of Economic Growth with a global prescence for  people and 

populations globally.  

The Author scanned several resources he could lay his hands on in the beginning of this April Summer, 2015 

AD. to ferret out legal, scientific and social formulations of minds all over the Globe that led to achievements 

called  global systems and duly recognized so. In the process, the Research surprisingly found out that scientific 

and legal formulations superseded other kinds of social formulations making prominent global systems. 

Consequently, this Higher Study born out of its preoccupation with Recognition of Mind in Global Systems.                

Key Words:  Change, Global System, Mind, Growth, Nations,  Credit,  President . Scientific.  

 

INTRODUCTION        

With a Title –frame embedding the inquisitiveness 

as a pointer to a higher study, this Paper is the 

Proposal /Project /Thesis/Higher Study with the 

likability to the most modern All-In-One (AIO) 

thin technology Personal Computer(PC) in an 

expansive range of Psychology of AIO booster for 

a researcher’s psychiatrical visualization (i.e., 

lacking restraint in the expression of inclination to 

overvalue one’s work rather than undervalue)  of 

the Global Systems with a quicker  researching 

mindset to bring out an open-slim-study . 

A  Heuristic Analysis     

Meaning of Global System:-- A policy of  placing 

the interests of the World above those of  indivi-

dual and groups of Nations which rise above their 

unilateral, bilateral and multi-lateral agreements, 

intelligence  and  profits  . 

Who can be Enemies to Global Systems?   

Global Peace is the ideal while the United Nations 

Organisation is in its place. Who are the enemies 

to Global System?   

Global Economics is the ideal while the 

International Monetary Fund is in its place. Who 

are the enemies to Global System?  

Global Education is the ideal while the University 

of United Nations is in its place. Who are the 

enemies to Global System?  

Global Health is the ideal while the World Health 

Organisation is in its place. Who are the enemies 

to Global System?  
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Global Justice is the ideal while the International 

Court of Justice is in its place. Who are the 

enemies to Global System?  

Global Law & Order is the ideal while Interpol is 

in its place. Who are the enemies to Global 

System?          

Expanding populations worldwide recognized the 

need for common security, food, drinking water 

and health services paving the way for Global 

Systems with a mind for creative economic and 

scientific values and global technologies. In fact, 

creative economic democracies halted hegemonies 

and imperialisms from growing while at the same 

time stabilizing themselves as global system and 

world’s largest. The truth of economical 

equilibrium and global balance have indeed 

arrived much sooner than later for the stage set for 

the Economic World by the global systems. It 

would not be out of place here to recall that  

Political Science  is the mother of all educative 

democracies  which in turn either decimated or 

demolished the monopolies that were once upon a 

time the Crowns in the West and the East. A better 

perception of the essence of Political Science 

might also be considered as an important heuristic 

reference in order to be able to analyse more 

adequately the trends of global systems in the 

today’s World.  

Therefore, this higher study is going to be not 

enough in that it links the topics and problems of 

research which get extended selectively  such as 

those of my choice just below . 

Scientific Formulations of Mind of Global 

Systems:   A Case Study    

We all know the all-time greatest and bests, 

Newton and Einstien, of England and Germany, 

respectively, for their global systems exposition 

with explorative advancements in Physical 

Science with their highest intellectual emphasis 

dumped on the then Physical World of elemental 

Sunlight as opposed to the Darkness in the 

absence of Sunlight and the elemental Force as 

opposed to the Energy in the absence of Force.  

Both Newton and Einstein, famous for their 

minds-- the Newton Mind  &  the Einstein Mind 

were  the proponents of Global Systems on the 

Light and Energy having enunciated to their credit 

the respective eternal  scientific physical formulae 

and have globalised their scientific formulations  

unchallenged  that showed the World how the 

Sunlight travels  and how the  Energy  takes the 

velocity of the Sunlight. The readers are already 

aware that the Planet Earth is lit by the Planet Sun 

in our daily life with Sunlight!  That’s how the 

Science got globalized as a global system and the 

scientific clue forms the mental aspect of Newton 

and Einstein in being common to both their minds.  

>Newton ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

>Einstein   

When Science is thus globalized with formula-

tions, the global systems prevail unquestionably 

and hence  irrevocable in the minds of  world 

population growing knowing well that a global 

system has a base in a human mind and has the 

merit to ensure a globalised  prescence.     

Legal Formulations of Mind of Global 

Systems:  Illustrations   

Recognition of Mind-in-Law by Lord Denning:  

EXAMPLE ONE    
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    >>>> Lord Denning    

The world famous Judgement in the Bolton 

(Engineering) Company Case and on record that:      

A Company in many ways be linked to human 

body. It has a brain and nerve centre which 

controls what it does. It also has hands which hold 

the tools and acts in accordance with directions 

from the centre. Some of the people in the 

Company are mere servants and agents who are 

nothing more than hands to do the work and 

cannot be said to represent the directing mind. 

Others are Directors and Managers who represent 

the directing mind and controls what it does . The 

state of mind of these Managers is the State mind 

of the Company and is treated as such.   

Recognition of Mind-in-Law by Lord Denning 

:  EXAMPLE  TWO   

The World famous Judgement in the Texo Super 

Market Case and on record that:  

The Court of Lord Denning laid down that a 

Company has no mind. It acts through living 

persons. The person who is acting is acting as the 

Company and his mind is the mind of the 

Company.   

Recognition of Mind- in-Law by Lord Diplock: 

EXAMPLE THREE   

The World famous Judgement in the Lennard’s 

Case and on record that:  

Those natural persons entrusted with the exercise 

of powers of the Company are to be taken as the 

Company and they are not mere servants of the 

Company but something more as their mind is the 

directing mind of the Company.  

>>>>Lord Diplock   

Conclusively, the above research products on the 

original Social, Scientific and Legal formulations 

of  Mind of Global Systems vide the heuristic 

analysis, case study and illustrations accorded the 

due  record and recognition values to the Mind in 

Global Systems and  hence, profusely  a higher 

study in this Paper. At the same time, it is not 

uncommon  and difficult  like a  Himalayan task 

for a self-directed  venture of choice  to land up 

with a dynamic or the other kind of flabbergasting 

“research-byproduct” delving through the critical  

subject-matter at hand with the venerable 

historical association with the innumerable  

bibliographies. The new  byproduct got duly 

recognized by me within the permissible scope 

and attention of mind of  the global systems and 

so escorted hereunder  afresh  for  further reading  

as “Global  Systems  Won World ”  to be known 

as the byproduct  of  Mind  of  Global  Systems . 

Read further. 

Global Systems Won World:--- 

A New Order   

It is better to learn and digest from the information 

explosion going on around all of us that the 

Nature and Wealth of Nations constituted on this 

Globe are global properties to be administered 

vide a Global Constitution after a Global 

Referendum conducted prima facie.  

In the present setup of sundry economic and 

political frameworks, private ownership rights and 

freedoms are stalling to not to easily allow 

emergence of a Global System with deep roots 

and fundamentals in a Global Constitution which 

operates Global System. It is not an exaggeration 

to say  that the  global thought processes , global 
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individuals and global minds construct a new 

Order to lead the global system destroying the 

sundry  laws  and  aims of  the economic and 

political frameworks  in  favour of global interests  

against random mindsets not globally  commensu-

rate.            

 A   Logical Technique:   

Many centuries ago, the Science of Reasoning 

was developed by the Greeks. It contains methods 

of techniques of reason-based statements called 

logical statements. The multi-pattern of logical 

statements evolved throughout have given initial 

polishing to logic to produce in its present form as 

we know it now in the 21
st
 Century, the intellect. 

The totality of constructive logic is a highly 

sophisticated discipline helping the logicians with 

positive mind-set management in order to create, 

formulate, define, process and prove what a global 

system is. Devoid of logic, we cannot begin to end 

anything proving or disproving, the rational or 

irrational.  

Global system is the complete and timely action 

for unification with international businesses and 

this trend made the current multinationals already 

global adhering to global business standards. 

Business in the global world will mean that the 

achievement scales will not be different from the 

pre-fixed global scales .The lessons of Business 

will be the yardstick to evaluating the 

performance of global businesses on the global 

scale, otherwise called ‘Plimsoll Mark’.    

A Science of Einstein: 

 Albert Einstein, the German-born American 

Physicist (1879-1955) and proponent of the 

Fourth Dimension – Time, said while formulating 

Energy that Nationalism is the measles of the 

human race popularly  thereby putting forth that 

nationalism is out of tune with global systems and 

the world has been a maximum global system. As 

per Einstein, all the natural processes are 

functions of time with speed being always 

relative. Same is the case with global system 

upbringing. Business nationalism is the beginning 

and end of business-isolationalism worldwide. 

Global System enables manifold opportunities to 

do away with losses, imitation, litigation and 

double standards inherent in nationalistic business 

opportunism shrouded in ownerships and 

partnerships within nations.  

A Global Business System: 

Global business-sense should be projected over 

political maps to elevate global system. Cross-

border mergers represent the wave of global 

system without barriers to capital flight. Frog-in-

well-ism has no space in Economics of global 

system. Optimistically, global business integration 

and global investors maximize the gateway of 

global system connecting knowledge of global 

minds. 

Universally Known Systemic Risks of 

Population & Land Acquisition & Industry:    

1. The Malthusian Theory of Population (MTP) 

2. The Man-Land Ratio (MLR)    

3. The Fourier’s False Industry (FFI)     

1, 2 & 3 above did serve as broader vision 

triggering global system in the offing at one time 

or the other for over 300 years now. Let’s know 

them in a nut shell.  

Firstly, the MTP known famously for its 

Malthusianism stated that the global population 

increases faster than the means of subsistence and 

human beings are destined to poverty unless 

population decreases.  This was described as the 

Malthusian Nightmare of Overpopulation and 

translated as a mathematical model of geometric 

progression for increase of population and 

arithmetic progression for the means of 

subsistence. It laid emphasis on preventive checks 

for achieving population decrease by means of 

moral restraint, late marriages and permanent life-

long un-married-ness. 
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>>World Population Graph. 
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Fig 2.  Malthus, the Economist & British 

Demographer above with his Malthusian 

Nightmares 

It also forecasted positive checks in the beyond-

control events of natural earth quakes, psunamies, 

famines, plagues and human beings at Wars & 

Bloody Revolutions. However, the MTP has been 

denied and opposed  by the Optimist School of 

Economic Thought (O’ set) headed by an 

American Economist, Henry C.C  with a French  

Economist, Claude F.B. saying that proof was 

lacking of any tendency of population to press 

upon food supply .  

Secondly, the MLR categorically propounds that  

the total number of people or population in 

summation , the natural  resources,  the standard 

of level of living and the status of technological 

development at a given point of time & place, 

together makeup to a  relationship  called  the  

man-land ratio ( MLR). The population and the 

standard of living increase, either or both, as long 

as the natural resources are sufficient and 

technological progress continues. 

        

 

(WECD -- World Commission on Environment & Development) 

Should the natural resources become depleted and 

the progress in technological development ceases, 

increased population will cause a decrease in the 

level of living.  

Thirdly, the FFI  emphasized the deficiencies  of 

the existing industrial system  along with its 

organization of labor and commerce  being  false 

saying that the basic unit of  ideal  system  of 

social organization  was to consist of  a few 

hundreds  of people  in  the range of  1700-1800 

for total happiness for every one of them . 
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(WECD -- World Commission on Environment & Development) 

The French social Philosopher, Charles Fourier, 

questioned the false industrial system for which 

act it was named after him as the Fourier False 

Industry. 

             .   

 

He criticized that the Laws of the State of 

Civilization in contemporary Society condemned 

and put to suffocation the free play of 

psychological traits, attractive work, labour of 

stimulated passion, short duration at same job, 

variable jobs to satisfy butterfly instincts, love 

within work teams, competitive passions  among  

neighboring work groups, salutary feelings, no 

hostilities such as class and ego conflicts and 

expressions of God-given nature with natural 

inborn emotions without giving any value to them. 

The consequence of these passions being 

suppressed, according to Fourier, was that they 

were transformed into counter-passions creating 

universal unhappiness. He described the state of 

affairs as a term of opprobrium. He also formed 

his own community organization by the name 

Phalanstery against the opprobrium and infused 

Fourierist inspiration. The New World of Industry 

and Partnership, a Treatise on Domestic 

Agricultural Association and The False Industry 

were his publications  while his followers are 

known as the Fourierists.          

Finale to Global System Won World:  

The rapid strides of industrialization and 

agricultural productivity through an ongoing 

process of understanding the worldwide sweeping 

requirements eliminating where necessary the 

factors of redundancy   is a testimony to Global 

System Won World. The course-pack contains 

technologies, people /human resources skill 
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development, services, capital and goods 

movements always and on fast track. This is not 

one’s mere stretch of imagination but put at work 

of trade, commerce and industry potential which 

in fact is not  pace-constrained  but  space-

inspired. In other words, it is a central tendency 

among the present-day conflicting economic rides  

and high manifesto of services guaranteeing 

platform of factual ‘Global  System Won World’  

given every nook and corner of the global world .      
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